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Candidates make sprint to NH finish
GOP rivals Trump, Bush
trade barbs as contenders
brace for long campaign
By JOSH LEDERMAN
AND JILL COLVIN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALEM, N.H. — Eyeing
their first wins in a capricious
campaign, Republican Donald
Trump lashed out at his opponents Monday while Democrat
Bernie Sanders sought to play

it safe on the eve of the nation’s
initial primary. GOP contenders
vying for second and third saw
fresh hopes for survival after
New Hampshire as both parties
settled in for a drawn-out slog to
the nomination.
As snowfall brought yet more
uncertainty to the race’s final
hours, Hillary Clinton tried to
move past talk of a shakeup in
her campaign and controversy
over comments by supporters
that women should feel obliged
to vote for her. Barnstorming
New Hampshire with her hus-

band and daughter, she worked
to flip Sanders’ favored critique
against her by claiming that he,
too, had taken big bucks from
Wall Street — if only indirectly.
But it was Trump, the billionaire businessman, who
launched the harshest attacks
— not against Texas Sen. Ted
Cruz, who had bested him in
Iowa, but against Jeb Bush. The
former Florida governor is one
of three Republicans hoping
Marco Rubio’s recent stumbles
have opened a fresh path for
one of them to emerge as the

more mainstream alternative to
Trump and Cruz.
“Jeb is having some kind of
a breakdown, I think,” Trump
told CNN, calling Bush, the son
and brother of presidents, a
spoiled child and an embarrassment to his family. “I think it’s a
very sad situation that’s taking
place.”
The enmity was mutual. Vying for votes in Nashua, Bush
described his opponent variably
as a loser, a liar, a whiner and
the worst choice for president.
He blasted what he said was

BALMY WINTER » Forecasters say dry spell is no cause
for alarm, with reservoirs at capacity and spring rains ahead

What’s up with El Niño?

Trump’s proclivity for “insulting women, castigating Hispanics, ridiculing the disabled and
calling American POWs losers.”
Still, Trump was running
ahead in pre-primary polls, as
was Sanders on the Democratic
side.
Not so long ago, Republicans
saw New Hampshire as the
proving ground that would winnow their chockablock field of
candidates. Rubio’s surge into
third place in Iowa one week ago
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Lopez
lawsuit
facing
delay
County files to have
wrongful death case
decided in state court
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Don Coursey of Ukiah begins his ride again Monday after stopping to admire the scenery at Walker and Pepper roads in west Sonoma County.
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

G

orgeous green hills and spring-like sunny
skies are a feast for the eyes, but no
indication that winter is over nor that the
strongest El Niño in history — which Californians are counting on to make a dent in the
drought — is petering out.
Valley Ford cattle and sheep rancher Joe
Pozzi, surveying the verdant pastures and stock
ponds brimming with storm runoff, said the rain
season is off to an ideal start.
“It’s excellent right now,” he said. “A welcome
sign.”
Increasingly longer days and balmy weather
like Monday’s 75 degrees in Santa Rosa have
the grass growing, a critical factor for livestock

ranchers, Pozzi said.
North Bay water managers are equally
happy, with Lake Sonoma near Healdsburg at
96 percent of water supply capacity and Lake
Mendocino near Ukiah at 108 percent of target
capacity. The two reservoirs hold most of the
water delivered by the Sonoma County Water
Agency to 600,000 customers in Sonoma and
Marin counties.
While rain has taken a break, with no significant precipitation in Santa Rosa since Jan. 29
and no more expected until the middle of next
week, forecasters say there is no cause for alarm.
“We still have a lot of winter to go,” said Jan
Null, a Saratoga-based consulting meteorologist.
He noted that big storms have come in March
TURN TO EL NIÑO » PAGE A2

“We still have a lot of winter to go.”
JAN NULL, a Saratoga-based consulting meteorologist

WHERE WE ARE
Lake levels: Lake Sonoma
is at 96 percent of water supply
capacity; Lake Mendocino is
at 108 percent.
Break from storms: Santa
Rosa hasn’t seen significant
rain since Jan. 29. Light showers
are expected the middle of
next week.
Warm weather: Santa Rosa
reached 75 degrees Monday,
with high temperatures forecast
in the low 70s through Friday.
Sierra snowpack: On Monday,
the snowpack covered
46 percent of the Sierra at
an average depth of 17.5 inches.
A month ago, snow coated
73 percent of the area at an average depth of nearly 22 inches.

A wrongful death trial to decide if a Sonoma County sheriff’s deputy was negligent in the
2013 fatal shooting of a 13-yearold Santa Rosa boy could be delayed by more than a year by the
county’s latest legal action.
The county is challenging a
January ruling by U.S. District
Court Judge Phyllis J. Hamilton
that effectively allowed the case
brought by the parents of Andy
Lopez to go forward. Trial was
expected to begin in April.
But attorneys said in legal
papers filed in the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals that Hamilton
erred in not dismissing all of
the allegations against Deputy
Erick Gelhaus.
Hamilton dismissed three
of five claims that the 27-year
veteran violated Lopez’s civil
rights but said she would leave it
to a jury to decide whether Gelhaus acted unreasonably. Lopez
was shot and killed in October
2013 as he walked down the
street carrying an airsoft gun
designed to resemble an AK-47
assault rifle. Gelhaus told investigators he mistook the gun
Lopez was carrying for the real
thing.
If appellate justices reverse
Hamilton’s ruling, the case
would be stripped of its last federal claim and kicked down to
state court to try the remaining
negligence allegation. The potential for monetary damages
would be reduced because the
family could not collect attorney fees.
A decision on the appeal could
take a year or more.
Lopez family attorney ArTURN TO LOPEZ » PAGE A2

Coastal agency at center of firestorm
Effort to remove its director
could redefine the role,
power of state commission
By ADAM NAGOURNEY
NEW YORK TIMES

LOS ANGELES — It has been one of
the most powerful governmental agencies in the nation, with sweeping powers to determine what gets built, or does
not get built, on the 1,100 miles of cliffs,
mountains and beaches along the Pacific
Ocean, one of the country’s great destinations.
The California Coastal Commission,
created 45 years ago, is an independent

entity whose authority has been likened
to that of Robert Moses, the powerful
New York City planner. It has scrutinized
projects large and small, from adding a
deck to a home to building an oceanfront
luxury hotel. It has mediated the often
clashing agendas of two of the most influential forces that help to define this
state: environmentalism and the drive
for growth.
But now, with the roaring California
economy fueling demand for luxury
housing, these conflicting priorities have
burst into a dispute that could redefine
the role and power of this agency —
and, more important, the way the state
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A man walks on the bluffs along Crystal Cove State
Beach in Laguna Beach last week.
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